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ABSTRACT 
Damping rings for the next generation of linear collider may 

nerd to contain seven) bunch trains within which the bunches 
are quite closely spaced (1 or 2 RF wavelengths). Methods 
are presented for studying the transverse and longitudinal cou-
pled bunch instabilities, applicable to this problem and to other 
cases in which the placement of the bunches is not necessarily 
symmetric. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The present SLAC design for a damping ring in a ~ 1 TeV 
linear collider using multibunching requires that it contain up 
to ten bunch trains, where each train may contain ten or more 
bunches. This paper presents methods for studying the trans-
verse and longitudinal coupled-bunch instabilities in a ring con
taining bunches in arbitrary RF buckets, circulating in one di
rection. The n normal modes of coupled oscillation of n bunches 
have been studied by other author*1"* for the case of bunches 
symmetrically located on the ring circumference. We present 
a semi-analytic, normal-modes approach, which is quite gen
eral in that the bunches need not be symmetrically placed and 
tbe wake may contain all frequencies of interest. The prob
lem of finding the coherent frequencies and oscillation modts 
amounts to finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a ma
trix; the elements of the matrix are derived analytically. It is 
then straightforward to solve for the eigenvalue* and eigenvec
tors numerically. The imaginary parts of tbe eigenvalues deter
mine the long-term stability. However, even if all the normal 
modes are stable, interference between modes can produce targe 
transients. 

Thus it is sometimes desirable to know the motion of each 
bunch as a function of time, given the initial conditions of ail 
tbe bunches. We have two independent methods of obtaining 
this information: (1) Given the coherent frequencies and normal 
modes, the Laplace transform can be used to obtain the mo
tion of the bunches, taking the initial c-;adition» correctly into 
account. (2) We have also used a computer tracking method 
in the transverse case, to obtain the offset of each bunch as a 
function of time. At least one of theae methods is always ap
plicable, and in many cases both of them are. Such case* were 
used to verify our analysis and computer codes, obtaining iden
tical results with the two independent methods. Finally, we 
emphasize that the normal modes analysis seems to be reliable 
and practical in all regimes of interest, and if it is not neces
sary to know details of the transient behavior, this method is 
sufficient by itself. 

J. NORMAL MODES ANALYSIS 
We assume that there are a total of n bunches in the ring. 

The bunches are taken to be point macroparticles with rela-
tivistic velocity eon tbe design orbit *»(')• 
2.1 Longitudinal motion 

Suppose the orbit of a bunch undergoing rigid coherent syn
chrotron oscillations is *(<). Then the longitudinal time dis
placement of the bunch away from its synchronous position is: 

rm.^M . „> 
'Work supported by the Dep-irtment of Energy, contract 
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Denote the deviation from the design energy £o by: 

«(i) = £ ( ( ) - £ « • (2) 

Both r{t) and e(t) oscillate with synchrotron frequency u/,, 
which » assumed to be much leu than the design orbital angu
lar frequency LJQ. The equations of motion (or bunch i &?e: 

>f (3) 

and 

* = i[' eV»m(uT,Ti + A).) - V,uM + eV«(n T«,I) 

' w 
In the first of these equation*., a is the momer. urn compaction 
factor. Tbe first term in the equation for e, is the energy change 
due to RF, the second term is the energy change due to radia
tion loss, ju»d the third term is the energy change due to wake 
fields, all per turn, while To is the orbital period. 

Assuming a total of n bunches and including turn-to-turn 
wake field effects, we have 

eV„ = W e 2 £ Y , W1*TQC + l* +crM-r) (5) 

Here W(z) is the wain function, which gives the vol age in the 
cavity (or any other high impedance structure of interest) due 
to a unit charge that passed through it a time r = i / e ago. The 
units of W(z) are [V/Coulj. The time displacement of the j , k 

bunch q turns ago is denoted by rllf. The distance L,, is the 
"equilibrium1' spacing between bunches i and ;, that is, their 
spacing when « t = r, = it = TJ = D. We take L„ > 0 for t > j , 
and Lij = — /.,;. Note that the wake function W is zero when 
its argument is leu than zero, i.e. when q = 0 and t < j . 

Let us assume that (, and r, are small enough that we 
can expand each of the three terms contributing to tbe energy 
change to first order. If we combine the T, and (, equations to 
eliminate £,, we obtain: 

*i + Aif, + L^.Tj = -

where 

aNe't 
EoTo tt(-) , (6) 

(7) 

gives the perturbed synchrotron frequency of the t** bunch, 
The quantity Wkm include* only the higher order modes of 
the wake, since we assume there is feedback compensating the 
effects of the fundamental mode. The damping due to radiation 
is represented by: 

*-A*L (8) 

We have used tbe following relation between the synchronous 
phases dw and bunch spacing: L„: 

(9) eKsin<hi - «, + N<? J^£ W(lT<,c + Lit) = 0 
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We shall assume that the LtJ are integral numbers of RF 
wavelengths; that is, the presence of wake fields and synchrotron 
radiation loss does not cause different bunches to ride at signif
icantly different points on the RF waveform. 

Let us look for solutions in the form of normal modes 
n ( 0 = <«-**' • (10) 

Here the a, are constants, and SI is the coherent frequency of 
the mode. Then the equations for the fl.'s can be written 

RF cavity, we have: 

'(fl, + inA,-a /J> j + ^ X u H n ) a J = l ' - (") 
j - l 

where 

\»i>) B — 
»JVA mi -tTtt (12) 

We lake the q = 0 term in this sum to be zero when • = j , 
since it is readily shown that the local wake is independent of 
r, (where r, is the average of T over the bunch distribution). 
Substituting a wake field of the form 

u / U ) l . /E«i» r -«w(»-») (*>o) 
and performing the sums over q yields; 

XuW = - P . T . 2 - 2 W m l l - « f * 

(*<0), (13) 

ED To 

iJj,e-"» t w 1 
l_ e (- i - i l«- . )T.J 

i \- a ^ » ' e y^ 1 ,„ [ikne' 

(14) 

(»<i) 
Note that the l m are cor>p1ex to account for damping of tbe 
wake. Suppose that |S1| and w,,< are close to the unperturbed 
synchrotron frequency w, (which may be taken positive or neg
ative), so that we can approximate: 

(15) 

We also replace Xi/(-«R) by x»j(-iw ( ) in Eq. (11). Then we can 
obtain a set of n coherent frequencies ft, each with corresponding 
eigenvector a, by wiving the linear eigenvalue problem 

MS = f l i , (16) 
where the elements of tbe matrix M are given by 

A n xi.i<-«<j.) , 1 7 > 

{ii + ix,n-uli<i2u.(a-u.+ij\ 

2 u j 
M„ ~ (w. - '-^fai • 

and a is the vector (ai,.~,o„). 
S.S Transverse motion 

A modal analysis may also be carried out for the transverse 
case. We use the smooth focusing approximation, in which the 
focusing function * is the inverse of the average around the ring 
of the betatron function. The betatron angular frequency is then 
ug = kc, and the equation of transverse motion for transverse 
offset x is 

i, + M,+^Xi = Fwl.t) , (18) 
where A it, a coherent damping parameter, and Fw(t) k the force 
due to the transverse wake. 

Although the long range transverse wake force is localized 
to the RF cavities (and any other high-Q structures), we may 
treat it as though an averaged force were distributed around the 
ring, provided that the coherent tune shift is small compared to 
In. That is, we take the driving term flv(') to be: 

Mt) = -£-'£i'EiW±(Lii + 1T9c)xi(t-in) , (19) 
___ °* ,»i f-o 

where W-L(z) is the wake per unit length, averaged around the 
circumference. For the case of a transverse wake due to, say, an 

W^z) = 
c7o 

(20) 

• . ' •> 

(22> 

where Wx(z) is the transverse wake function in the cat r •• (units 
[V/Coul/m]). Thus tbe equation of motion is: 

rV 2 n M 

Xi+Xi.WfX, = - = ^ V r Hr-L(/v+ar»c)3-J<f --«/!. 

The transverse wake function is of the form 
H / l M - J E m W ^ s i n ( l w ) , U > 0 ) 

k l « (-'CO). 
Looking for normal mode solutions 

x . l O - o . e - 0 ' . - t . 
we may obtain coherent frequencies and eigenmode* a- ,,. iIn-
longitudinal case, tbe only difference being thai the \ , /> musl 
be replaced by: 

. i ( j ) - ^ " r V f "'l"L" 
•<t, , i 

U>j) . i _ e(-«»!.c-.)r« 
j . A f e ' c ^ t , „ 1 f t V t - J - e ' l t - f - l J ' 

X"W ~ ~ EtTa L 2 " I i-,(.Ur-.m 
{ e - i t i i . , ( ( - i * i ' - « ) r j 

ilMl 

('<;) 1 _ tl-M,c-i)Tt 
3. LAPLACE TRANSFORM SOLUTION 

For definiteness, we discuss tbe longitudinal case; tbe trans 
verse case is analogous if r is replaced by i, *i, is replaced by 
up, and Xt) is replaced by \jj. Defining 

T,(») = J'-"r, (f)rff (25) 

performing the Laplaic transform on Eq. (6), and ii-arrauging 
terms we obtain: 

£ l (a S -rA,s+w, , )«. J -x. i (j)jf J (sj = ^+A.)r.(())+r,(0) (26) 

Define A,j(») to be the quantity in square brackets divided by 
2v». The roots of det A = 0 are easily seen lo be J = illi , where 
tbe fit's are the coherent frequencies obtained in the normal 
modes analysis. Here we assume, consistent with thai analyse. 
that tbe poles —tit* are near —»-',, so that 

2 a . * w * [ - & , ( J + iu,) - iu,\,\6„ - x.j< - w , ) . (2*f 
from which, as one would expect, we get 

A„(-Xl) = Mi, -06., . &8) 
Solving Eq. (2b) to obtain the ?, yields, 

i " 
? , ( , ) = a^^ae^i | l* +^ , r'' , 0 , + f j l l ) ) 1 " ( ' - , 9 ) 

Here c,j(») is tbe ji'k cofactor of tbe matrix A, that u>. for 
det A ^ 0, (c„ /detA) = (A" 1 ) , , . Taking the iiivetM- Laplace 
transform we obtain: 

where the contour C is parallel to the imaginary axis ai»l tu 
the right of all the poles. Closing the contuin to the Irh and 
applying the residue theorem, we obtain the solutions for the 
offsets as a function of time: 

m _ y £?=• M-'"<)!(->"l + ^)^(») 4 fjl»)] 
M ' 2-* (-2^)n:..(-n, + ni) r ->»,« 

( - i 
(31) 

This can be evaluated numerically oiue we have obtained the 
coherent frequencies Oj as disrusred earlier. For very short range 
wakes, there can be numerical difficulties with a straightforward 
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computation of the colaclois, because in this cage we owed (he 
determinant of a matrix whose values differ by many orders of 
magnitude. This situation can arise for transverse wakes when 
strongly damped cavities5 are used. However, when the wakes 
are very short range, the tracking method discuBsed in the next 
section is very efficient. 

4. COMPUTER TRACKING PROGRAM 

An attentate method of obtaining the JtfO's, which we have 
found useful in the transverse case, is to use a simple tracking 
program. The motion of the bunches is divided into two parts, 
(1) a kick at the RF cavities (or other localized impedance): 

*;+ = -;- + ^ ££>'-((--;)>+ ,<:)*,'-<?) . m 
and 12) a mapping around the rest of the ring (assuming if ~ U 
at Ihe cavity): 

cos/J 
m jsinfi C M ? , , . . , 

Here the superscript mini", (plus) on r» and »', denotes the value 
just before {after) passing through the RF cavity, and xf*{q) ia 
the offset at the cavity of the j > k bunch o turns ago. Also. C 
is the circumference of the ring, X is the coherent damping pa
rameter, and n is the coherent phase advance around the ring. 
The value of f M I must be large enough that the wake fields are 
negligible after Om„ turns; therefore this method is less prac
tical than the Laplace transform method wheu there are many 
bum lies and very long range wakes. 

\ J " ~ I V - j a i n * c o . ( j / l y ^ « * J (33) 
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5. EXAMPLE 

lo Fig. 1 we show an example in which the transversa caUrr 
ent frequencies are obtained, and the Laplace transform method 
was used to obtain the transverse off net of a bunch as a function 
of turn number. There are a total of 10 bunches spaced 21 cm 
apart in a ring of circumference 155.1 ro, the average beta func
tion is 2 m, and the coherent damping parameter is GOO sec* 1. 
The Q of all Che wake frequency components was taken to be 
500, for the sake of comparing the Laplace transform and track
ing methods (with damped cavities, the Q's can be much lower). 
The results obtained using the tracking method are indistin
guishable from those ill the figure. Note there is transient blow 
up due to interference, even though the imaginary parts of all 
ten coherent frequencies are negative. This transient behavior 
is very important in rings where storage times are only brief, 
for instance in damping rings. In addition, for strong wakes and 
long trains of bunches, this transient can be large enough to 
cause beam loss at injection. 
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fig. I. Transverse displacement of the last bunch i 
(rain a/ 10 kunches. 
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